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General Instructions to the Candidate : 
1.  This Question Paper consists of objective and subjective types of     

47 questions. 

2.  This question paper has been sealed by reverse jacket. You have to 
cut on the right side to open the paper at the time of commencement 
of the examination. Check whether all the pages of the question 
paper are intact. 

3. Follow the instructions given against both the objective and 
subjective types of questions. 

4.  Figures in the right hand margin indicate maximum marks. 

5. The maximum time to answer the paper is given at the top of the 

question paper. It includes 15 minutes for reading the question 

paper. 
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I. Four alternatives are given for each of the following    

questions / incomplete statements. Only one of them is correct 

or most appropriate. Choose the correct alternative and write 

the complete answer along with its letter of alphabet.  

    10 × 1 = 10 

1. The one word for ‘plants of a particular region’ is 

 (A) meadow (B) flora 

 (C) fauna (D) tulips. 

2. The word ‘literate’ can be written in its opposite form by using 

the prefix 

 (A) il (B) un 

 (C) ir  (D) non. 

3. The Indian army is very strong. 

 The underlined word in the above sentence is 

 (A) Common Noun (B)  Proper Noun  

 (C) Collective Noun (D) Abstract Noun. 

4. Shafeen went to market .............. her mother. 

 The correct preposition to be filled in the blank is 

 (A) with (B) to 

 (C) by (D) from. 
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5. The hospital is in M.G. Road. 

 The question that can be framed to get the underlined words 

as answer is 

 (A) Where was the hospital ?  

 (B) Where is the hospital ?  

 (C) Where has been the hospital ? 

 (D) Where did you see the hospital ? 

6. What a nice place it is !  

 The above sentence can be changed into an assertive 

sentence as 

 (A) It is a very nice place.  

 (B) It was a very nice place.  

 (C) A nice place it is.  

 (D) A nice place it was. 

7. The mango was too rotten to eat. 

 This can be written by removing ‘too ... to’ and using             

‘so ... that ... not’ as 

 (A) The mango is so rotten that it cannot be eaten.  

 (B) The mango is so rotten to eat. 

 (C) The mango was very rotten so it was not eaten. 

 (D) The mango was so rotten that it could not be eaten. 
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8. Ayan killed a rat. 

 The above sentence can be changed into passive form as 

 (A) A rat was killed by Ayan.  

 (B) A rat is killed by Ayan. 

 (C) A rat has been killed by Ayan.  

 (D) A rat had been killed by Ayan. 

9. This is the man .............. caught the thief. 

 The appropriate conjunction to be filled in the blank is 

 (A) who (B) that 

 (C) which (D) and. 

10. ............... Ganga is .............. holy river.  

 Use appropriate articles and complete the sentence. 

 (A) The, a (B) a, the 

 (C) an, the (D) the, an. 

II. Answer the following questions in a sentence each :  

    10 × 1 = 10 

11. Who was Chandan Das ? 

12. Which animal did Gopi first see at the zoo ? 

13. Which is the capital of Kashmir ?  

14. When will everyone be your friend ? 

15. Why did the king feel bad when he saw the ring ? 
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16. What is the life span of the oak tree ? 

17. Where is the laughing of the children heard ?  

18. When do we feel stronger and better ?  

19. What does the poet compare joy to ?  

20. Who is the poem, ‘Prayer for Dumb Creatures’ addressed to ? 

III. Answer the following questions in two or three sentences each :  

    10 × 2 = 20 

21. What plan did Chanakya hit upon to find out Rakshasa ? 

22. How was the grandpa elephant used for the enjoyment of 

children ?  

23. What made Lata Mangeshkar act in films in her early days ? 

24. How did the fisherman support his family ?  

25. Why was the heart of the poet sad and alone ? 

26. What is the message of the poem, ‘It Never Comes Again’ ? 

27. Why did Rajaji ask the ADC to skip his breakfast ? 

OR 

 Why did Roger steal a bicycle ? 
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28. What makes you think that Tansukh Vora is an honest   

driver ?  

29. Why did the king of Persia send for Rustum ?  

30. The children offer two reasons for not giving up playing. 

Mention them.  

IV. Answer the following questions in four or five sentences each :  

    5 × 3 = 15 

31. Write the summary of the poem, ‘Autumn Song’. 

OR 

 Describe the prayer of the poet G. E. Goodrich for the dumb 

creatures. 

32. Sketch the characteristics of a faithful friend. 

33. Describe the activities of the cranes and storks in the lesson, 

‘At the Zoo’. 

34. Why is the city of Srinagar called, ‘The Venice of India’ ? 

35. Describe the achievements of Smt. M. S. Subbulakshmi. 
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V. Read the following extracts and answer the questions that 

follow :  6 × 3 = 18 

36. ‘‘Oh, it is Minister Rakshasa !’’  

 a) Who said this ?  

 b) Where was it said ?  

 c) What was the emotion expressed ?  

37. “The Music World and Tamil Nadu have been honoured.’’ 

 a) Who said this ? 

 b) Who does the statement refer to ?  

 c) When was it said ?  

38. “Are you not Rustum ?” 

 a) Who said these words ? 

 b) Who was it said to ? 

 c) Who was Rustum ? 
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39. “Wait here at the big gate until I come out of the palace. And 

don’t run away.”  

 a) Who does the word ‘I’ refer to ?  

 b) Who were these words said to ? 

 c) Why did he warn him not to run away ? 

40. ‘‘Come come, leave off play, and let us away 

   Till the morning appears in the skies.’’ 

 a) Who said these lines ?  

 b) Who are these lines said to ? 

 c) Why does the nurse say so ?  

41. “We behold it everywhere,  

   On the earth, and in the air,” 

 a) What does ‘it’ refer to ? 

 b) Where do we behold it ? 

 c) Why does the poet say so ? 
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VI.  Quote from memory :  4 

42. It is not  ….........……....................…………..…………………  

 ……………………………….................………...…… better be ; 

 Or standing ....……....................………………………………. 

 ...................................................................... and sere ;  

OR 

 Something beautiful  ...………....………….....…………….…...  

 ……………….…….................……………..…….…..… in vain ; 

 We behold …….................………………..…….….................. 

 …………….................………………..….................... the air, 

VII. Answer the following questions in five or six sentences each :  

    2 × 4 = 8 

43. Describe the floating gardens of Dal Lake.  

OR 

 What made Sohrab drop the covering shield ? 

44. What does the poet convey in the poem, ‘The Noble Nature’ ? 
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VIII. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions 

that follow :  5 × 1 = 5 

45. Once a king brought a dove from the forest and kept it in a 

cage. He kissed it often and fed it well. He had great love for 

the bird. But, the dove died of grieving because it had no 

freedom. The king was very shocked at the dove’s death. 

 Everyone desires to be loved and also to have freedom. If 

there is a choice, one would prefer freedom to love. 

a) What did the king do with the dove ? 

b) Why did the dove die ? 

c) Why was the king shocked ?  

d) What does everyone desire for ?  

e) What would one prefer between freedom and love ? 

IX. 46. Write an essay on any one of the following topics in         

8 to 10 sentences : 5 

 a) Computer —  (i)  Its parts 

   (ii)  Its uses.  

 b) COVID-19 —   (i)  Its nature / symptoms 

   (ii)  The three preventive measures. 

 c) Water pollution —  (i)  Its causes, 

   (ii) Measures to prevent. [ any 4 ] 
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X. 47. Imagine that you are Haneef / Heena of Standard X,        

Govt. High School, Dharwad :  

 Write a letter to your father requesting him to send you some 

money for your educational expenses.  5 

OR 

 Write an application to your Headmaster / Headmistress 

requesting him/her to issue your T.C.  Give reasons. 
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